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DES Cites Fogarty Joseph Walsh Elected Congress President
At Lecture Monday As Half Of Student Body Cast Ballots
"National ticket-balancing according to
ethnic
groups no longer maintains the kind of representation
we want for our community" was the conclusion of the
Honorable John E. Fogarty in
his address to Theta Chapter of
Delta Epsilon Sigma on Aoril
2.
Previous to his address. Congressman Fogarty was awarded
a citation by DES for his distinguished contributions to the
nation in the fields of public
health and education.
His lecture, titled "Equality
"Berlin and Eastern Europe"
of Opportunity in Public Serv- was the title of a lecture delivice" was a critical discussion ered by Mr Janos Decsy to the
of the policy of ticket-balancing Johannine Society on March 27.
to take account of ethnic groups Mr. Decsy, a member of the
within the community. Fogarty history faculty of the College,
stated that since "America is was an officer in the revolutionnow the defender of Western ary forces during the Hungarcivilization, we cannot afford to ian Revolution in 1956. He was
allow ourselves to be divided wounded several times during
into different ethnic groups."
the fighting before being taken
Rhode Island was used as an to Austria by his soldiers. Since
example of the process which entering the United States in
has taken place in America as 1957, he has done graduate
a result of immigration. Since work at Columbia and Fordham
Rhode Island was first settled Universities. He was the recipthere has been a series of ient of a Master of Arts degree
waves of immigration from vari- from Fordham in 1960.
ous foreign countries: first EngMr. Decsy's lecture considland, and then successively Ire- ered the problem of Berlin in
land, French Canada, and Italy. its relationship to Communist
Fogarty said that "each new theory- Viewing the problem
wave of immigration experi- in its historical perspective, he
enced some form of discnmina- cited Lenin's idea of Berlin as
(Continued on Page 4>
(Continued on Page 2)

Donnelly Chosen
Vice-President
Providence College's student body elected a new
executive
committee
to
head the Student Congress last
Friday. Joseph Walsh, a junior,
and a political science major
was elected president of the
Congress.

Decsy Lectures

To History Club
On

Berlin Topic

JOSEPH WALSH

DAVE DONNELLY

High School Debates
To Be Held Saturday

Dave Donnelly, also a junior,
was elected to the office of vicepresident. John Seelinger, a
sophomore, became the secretary of the Congress, and Jerry
Mussari, running unopposed, became treasurer of the organization.
President-elect Walsh, a day
hop from Warwick, R. L, has
had an active career in campus
politics. He has served as a Congress representative and was
president of this year's junior
class.

April 7 has been announced as the date for the Fifth
Vice-President Donnelly, day
Annual Secondary School Invitational Debate Tourna- hop from Edgewood, R. I., has
ment by the Rev. John D. Skalko, O.P., director of de- served two years in the Con-

bate at Providence College.
Twenty-five high schol teams with registration at 8:15 in the
from six states will participate morning and conclude with a
in this tournament. It will begin brief address and the presentation of awards by the Honorable Raymond J. Pettine, the
U. S. Attorney for Rhode Island.

gress as a representative of the
class of 1963. Walsh defeated
dorm student John Haneiski for
the president's post by a vote
of 697 to 198. Dave Donnelly
defeated s o p h o m o r e Bob
Shepard 541 to 350. Sophomore
John Seelinger edged freshman
Harkins Hall Auditorium will candidate Don Lyon 460 to 427.
be the site of the general meetIt was reported that 52% of
ing which will follow registra- the student body voted in the
tion. From the auditorium rep- election.
As part of its class weekend, the Junior Class will present the Columbia Re- resentatives will proceed to two
cording Artists, Lambert, Hendricks and Ross, on Sunday afternoon. May 6, 1962, rounds of debate which will be
conducted in the classrooms of
at the Rhode Island School of
Tickets for this affair will be
Design Auditorium. The con- been set at $2.00 per person. available during the lunch peri- Harkins Hall, followed by a
luncheon in the Alumni Hall
cert, which will be sponsored This cost will, however, be in- ods in Alumni Hall and during Cafeteria. The third and final
by the class, is open to students cluded in the price of the bid the evening meal in Raymond round of debate will follow the
of PC and the general public. for those Juniors participating Hall.
luncheon and will be succeeded
According to William TorThe
price of the tickets has in the weekend.
Featured articles have been by the announcement of the ello, editor of the Yearbook,
individual pictures of next
written of this unique trio in principle awards.
TIME, MAGAZINE and PLAYSchools participating in this year's senior class will be
BOY, and after a single concert tournament from Rhode Island taken from Monday, April 9,
appearance at London's Royal are: Classical High School, through Friday, April 13, for
Festival Hall, the press-notice Providence; La Salle Academy, the 1963 edition of the Veriheadlines read "Their Impact Providence; Mt. St. Charles tas. Students should wear a
Will Live On" and "This Trio Academy, Woonsocket; Paw- white shirt with a dark tie
is Sensational!" Quoting the tucket West Senior High. Paw- and dark jacket for the picHeadlines from a recent article tucket; Sacred Heart Academy, ture. Prints will be sent home
by the syndicated jazz column- Central Falls; St. Catherine during Easter vacation for
ist, Ralp J. Gleason: "New Trio Academy, Newport; and St. students' and families' approval.
has Sky-Rocketed to Fame in Mary Academy, Riverside.
the Jazz Orbit," "Lambert, HenSign-up sheets are on the
From Massachusetts the fol- second floor of Harkins Hall,
dricks and Ross are the hottest
lowing
have been invited: and students are requested to
vocal group in jazz!"
Dominican Academy, Fall River; be prompt at the time for
The amazing vocalese of this Holy Family High School, New which they sign up. There
Trio was so highly praised in Bedford; Holy Rosary High will be a $2.00 sitting fee.
a recent issue of Down BeatSchool, Holyoke; Lynnfield High Pictures will be taken in the
Magazine, that the group was School, Lynnfield; St. Jerome small room to the left of the
Chosen to appear on the cover High School, Holyoke; and foot of the stairs facing the
S h r e w s b u r y High School, auditorium in Harkins.
of that edition. Starring at al- Shrewsbury.
Torello also announced the
most every major jazz festival
Fitch Senior High School appointment of Frank Mazur
this year, they were consistent
as Business Manager of the
show-stoppers. Typical of the from Groton and St. Mary's
High School from New Haven Veritas. Mazur is a business
critical reaction to their appear- will
represent
Connecticut. major in the class of 1963
ances was Herb Caen's com- Maine's only delegate will be and a resident of Manchester,
ment on their Monterey Jazz Thornton Academy in Saco, New Hampshire.
He has
Festival stint. "This remarkable while New Hampshire will send served in the past as finanJan trio Lambert. Hendricks, and Ross, which will apcial chairman of class weektrio," he wrote, all but stole the Laconia High School from La
pear at this year's junior weekend.
ends.
(Continued on Page 2)
show."

Lambert, Hendricks and Ross Concert
Tickets Are Available To General Public

Junior Pictures
Begin Monday
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Memo From The E d i t o r :
After graduation l a s t year i t was
thought that Providence College had
seen the l a s t of p o l i t i c a l machines on
i t s campus.
But the coming elections of class
officers and Student Congress representatives in at least one of the
classes proves that p o l i t i c a l machines
are far from dead. The campus p o l i t i c a l wheels are again alive and w i l l
probably remain that way for at least
two years unless some degree of reform
movement is i n i t i a t e d within the class
itself.
Classes are continually reminded
that their chosen leaders should be
qualified for the positions which they
hold, and should be able to earn respect for themselves, t h e i r classes,
and their college. Those characteri s t i c s seem to be overlooked, however,
by those supplying the power to the
campus machine.
The machine, although supposedly
subject to control, can make a slave
of the voters by inserting i t s own
working parts into the class mechanism
thus making the smooth operation of
the class d i f f i c u l t .
Next week the voters w i l l be
p u l l i n g the switches i n an attempt to
s h o r t - c i r c u i t the machine and once
again gain control of a monster which
they helped to create. Should they
succeed, the role of leadership w i l l
once again be in the hands of the
many, rather than the few,
Peter J . White

Senior Class Gift Donors
(Editor's Note: It has been
decided to publish a list of
those class members who have
paid the full ten dollars for
their class gift in this and future issues of The Cowl.)
Members of the senior class

who have, as of press time
paid for their class gift are:
Eugene Lareau, Phil Lachapelle,
Raymond Champagne, G. Kevin
Fitzgerald, Thomas La Salle,
Guido Gazerro, L a w r e n c e
Moran, Edward Hager, and William Sheehan.

High School Debate...

tion of Providence College for
providing this opportunity for
high school debaters from the
five New England States and
New York to come together and
discuss this timely matter of
the role of the Federal Government in equalizing education
opportunities."
This year the topic of debate
will be: "That the federal government should equalize education opportunity by means of
grants to the states for public
elementary and secondary education."
Under President Matthew
Barry, the Friars Club will
serve as chairmen and timekeepers for the seventy-five debates. They will also act as
guides for the 100 debaters and
their 25 coaches on the college
campus.

conia. This team was one of the
two tournament winners last
year.
Delegates from the following
schools will represent New
York : Chaminade High School,
Mineola:
Holy
Cross High
School, Flushing; Bishop Loughlin
Memorial
High School,
Brooklyn; Mary Louis Academy.
Jamaica; (also a tournament
winner last year); St. Brendan
High School, Brooklyn; and St.
Francis Prep, Brooklyn.
Father Skalko has received
letters of praise from John A.
Notte. Jr. Governor of Rhode
Island and from Michael F.
Walsh. Commissioner of Education in Rhode Island. In his
letter Gov. Notte said, "It is my
sincere hope that these tournaments, which contribute so
much toward an understanding
of the problems that face us,
will continue for many years
to come."
Mr. Walsh in his letter said,
"I congratulate the Very Reverend Vincent C. Dore. O.P.,
President, and the Administra-
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Debate Society
Concludes Year
At Assumption
On Wednesday. March 21. the
Lacordaire Debating Society
concluded its season with a
debate against Assumption College, at Assumption.
Representing the team were
junior John Hanieski and sophomore Robert McGowan, both
taking the affirmative, while
freshmen Michael Murphy and
Richard Poli debated for the
negative. The team held two
debates, losing the first while
winning the second.
In other results, the Providence College team, composed
of Robert McGowan and John
Hanieski, lost 8 debates and
won one at Georgetown University on the weekend of March 3.

Marriage Lecture
Discusses Family
"A wife should build up her husband's confidence
in himself. Every man needs to be king in his own home.
If he isn't, he'll look to be a king somewhere else," said
Mrs. Amato Nocera during her speech at last Sunday
evening's session of the Marriage Forum held in Harkins
Hall Auditorium.
Mrs. Nocera and her husband,
Mr. Amato Nocera, lectured on
the topic, "Marriage and the
Home." Their audience was composed primarily of young engaged couples.
"11 you don't want your wife
to take over," Mr. Nocera
warned the men in the audience,
"You'd better do a good job
yourself." It is very sad when a
woman thinks she is marrying
a man, but is really marrying a
little boy who never grew up
enough to accept the responsibilities, he added.
The husband should take the
lead in a family's spiritual life,

declared Mr. Nocera. "After all,
I don't remember any female
apostles."
In answer to a question about
what should be done with
money made on a double
shower (a combined bridal and
baby shower for a couple that
has anticipated the joys of married life) Mrs, Nocera answered
that the money should be put
in a joint account because clearly, both the man and the woman
involved earned it.
Each couple should decide,
with God's grace, how many
children they will have, Mrs.
Nocera declared in answering a
question on what was the best
number of children for a couple
to have.

The
team fared somewhat
better at Brooklyn College on
the weekend of March 16-17,
however, winning 3 while losing
10 The team was represented
Mr. Nocera said that parents
by John Hanieski and Robert
should consider their babies as
McGowan for the affirmative,
and Michael Murphy and Rich- the gateway to Western Europe "other Christs." Mr. and Mrs.
Nocera have eight children.
ard Poli for the negative.
as an indication of the importWhen asked what he conThe final activity of the club ance of that city in Communist sidered the minimum income
thought. Mr. Decsy reviewed for
an average couple, Mr.
will be held this weekend, on
the various unsuccessful pro- Nocera answered: "No matter
Saturday, April 7, when the grams for settlement of the
club will sponsor the Fifth An- tense situation, and discussed who you are, you never make
nual High School Debate Tour- the possibilities of the future enough money."
nament at the College.
In answering a question as to
for Berlin. He stated that the
rivalry between Russia and how a marriage can be a
China may be an important fac- partnership if the husband is
tor in determining the future the head of the family. Mr.
Soviet policy on the status of Nocera said that there was no
incompatibility between the two
the German city.
statements, that a man and his
Following the lecture, a ques- wife complement each other,
On Tuesday, April 10, at 7:33
p.m., the Freshman Class will tion and answer period was and that although he is the
begin a weekly series of broad- held, in which the students' head of the family, she is the
casts over WDOM, the campus questions drew upon Mr. Dec- heart of the family.
radio station. The program will sy's firsthand knowledge of the
The Marriage Forum is being
be a 15 minute discussion-vari- Communist camp, both as a na- conducted by the Sociology Deety type program focusing on ' tive of East-Central Europe and partment of the College in conas
an
officer
and
professor
of
the freshman class.
military science in the Hungar- junction with the Office of the
Chaplain.
The class officers announced ian Army.
that freshman talent will be
aired from time to time, and
any freshman wishing to appear
on the program should contact
either John Good or Jim McAleer. If these two are unavailable, names and address should
V I N C E N T N . C I A V A T T A , R«g. Pharmacist
be left at the Friar Post Office.
364 Admiral Street
GA 1-6003
Box 372. in care of The Freshman Inquirer. It is hoped that
this program will be lengthened
to a half hour if it is successful.
However, this is Still under consideration.

Johannine...

W D O M Offers
Frosh Program

VINCENT'S PRESCRIPTION PHARMACY
"THE

BEST IN DRUGS"

This program is the third to
be initiated by the class of '65
this year. The first was the appearance of the Freshman Inquirer, a newspaper published
by the freshman class to arouse
student interest. The second
was the initiation of a Freshman
Presidents'
Conference
which was announced by The
Cowl in the last issue.

Spectrum Club Meets
Last night in room 304 of
Harkins Hall, an organizational
meeting of the Spectrum Club
was held. A discussion of a
tentative constitution took place.
Founded to provide a place
for students to intelligently discuss matters of student interest,
the club will cover topics ranging throughout the entire spectrum of collegiate activity.

P E T E R J. WHITE. E D I T O R - I N - ( UIEF
E X E C U T I V E EDITOR. A R T H U R MATTOS
M A N A G I N G EDITORS. Frank MAZZEO, Peter Whelan ASSISTANT EDITORS, Peter Conn Michael McIntyre
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR. Farrell Sylvester; ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITORS. Francis Devlin, Raymond LaJeunesse. ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR, James W. Foley: SPORTS EDITOR. William Joyce; ASSISTANT
SPORTS EDITOR. Andrew Patek; BUSINESS MANAGER. Gerald DeM a r i a ; COPT EDITORS. Michael A l t m a n Robert Bruce. Paul Ferguson;
i l K i l I M I i i N EDITOR, Gerry
WetzelPHOTOGRAPHY
EDITOR. R i c h ard
Ciminelli
ASSISTANT PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR. Richard Weronik;
OFFICE MANAGER. Louis DeQuattro

LET VITALISE KEEP YOUR HAIR NEAT ALL DAY WITHOUT GREASE!
Keep the oil in the can. In your hair, use Vitalis with V-7®, the
greaseless grooming discovery. Fights embarrassing dandruff,
prevents dryness—keeps your hair neat all day without grease.
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Father Peterson
To Give Retreat
Providence College's annual retreat will be conducted April 16, 17, 18. The retreat will be given by the
Rev. Thomas R. Peterson, O.P. All Catholic students are
obliged to attend, except those
who have made one of the
closed weekend retreats sponsored by the Office of the Chaplain. Non-Catholics may attend
if they wish.

:

Lay members of the faculty
will hold a retreat at the same
time in Aquinas Chapel. The
retreat master for the faculty
will be the Rev. Thomas L.
Fallon, O.P.

In announcing the annual re- Activity book members will
treat for all Catholic students, be collected for each conference
the Reverend Thomas H. Mc-of the retreat. Each student
Brien, O.P.. Chaplain of the must be able to present the
College, said: "The yearly re- proper slip according to the oftreat is an integral part of stu- fice of the Dean of Discipline.
dent life at Providence College. The Rev. Anthony Jurgelaitis.
During the scholastic year, our O.P., emphasized that any kind
students are busily engaged in of fraud in regard to attendance
their academic, athletic, and will be treated very severely by
Major John Henakis, PR, of Northeastern University inspects Sgt. Kenneth Rochon
social life. The days of retreat his office. If a student should
of Co. K-12 as Lt. Jason Sokolof looks on.
offer them a chance to concen- be unable to attend, he must
trate on their spiritual life. notify Father Jurgelaitis.
Withdrawing from the busy
Schedule
daily routine of their collegiate
Monday and Tuesday at 9:00
life, they are enabled to relax
—Mass
and
Conference; 10:00—
physically, and be refreshed
spiritually. The spiritual exer- Rosary, Conference, and Benediction.
cises of the retreat. Mass, Communion, the c o n f e r e n c e s ,
Wednesday at 9:00—Mass and
The Pershing Rifles Company K-12 is now in the Sunday, April 8, the An- prayer, and private meditation, Conference;
10:00 — Rosary,
final stages of its preparation for the Regimental Drill nual Communion Breakfast of are the means of growing in Conferences, Papal Blessing,
Meet to be held on April 14 at the Irvington Street the Carolan Club will be held. grace, intensifying the super- and Benediction.
Armory in Boston. ( .
The cost of the Communion natural life of the soul, and
Holy Communion will be disAs part of the competition Jason Sokolof and Lts. Carlton breakfast is $1.25 per person. drawing closer to God. We urge
tributed at mass each morning
for best company in the 12th Wall and John McGivney.
Mass will be celebrated at our students to use these means of the retreat. Confessions will
in
making
an
enjoyable
and
Regiment, which included all of
be heard before mass and after
Company K. which is in a 9 a.m. in St. Joseph Chapel
New England, Company K was close race with the University by the Very Rev. Vincent C. beneficial retreat this year."
the conferences.
inspected on Tuesday evening. of Connecticut and Northeastern Dore, O.P., President of the
March 27, by members of the University for best company in College. The Mass will be
staff of the 12th Regiment. The New England, was reported by followed by breakfast in
inspecting party consisted of Capt. Lawrence Redmond as Alumni Hall at 10 a.m. The
Major John Xenakis, PR, Capt. having done "very well" in the speaker at the breakfast will
inspection. According to Capt. be Rev. John F. Cunningham
Redmond, the inspection party of the philosophy department.
"was quite impressed by the
Co-chairmen for the affair,
performance and spirit of the Frank Egan, Peter Tortora
Plans for Sophomore Weekend have been announced
TASTY SANDWICHES
company." The company com- and Edward Keohane, have
by co-chairmen, Ralph Hewitt and Vincent Melillo. The
FRESH PASTRIES A SWEETS
mander stated that he was announced that the number dates of the week have been set as May 11 to 13. The
A N D GOOD C O F F E E
"most satisfied with the show- of tickets available is limited price of bids will be $20. pay661 Smith St., Prov., R. I.
Mass will be celebrated Suning of the company."
to 400.
able in installments of five,
day morning in the Grotto at
five, and ten dollars.
9:00 a.m. From 1:00 to 3:00 on
The present program calls for Sunday afternoon, there will be
! a semi-formal dinner-dance at a Dixieland jazz concert in Harthe Club 1025 in Johnston on kins Hall featuring the Jewels
Friday night from 8:00 p.m.of Dixieland.
until 1:00 am On Saturday,
Tickets will go on sale Thursthere will be a lawn party from
1:00 to 4:00 p.m.. to be followed day, April 5, in the Alumni
by a moon light cruise with a Cafeteria at the 10 20 break
and
during the lunch hour. The
twist band from 7:00 p.m. to
12:00 a.m. The site of the la.vn bids will also be sold in the
party has not yet been deter- Raymond Hall dining room at
the evening meal.
mined.

PR Company K-12 Prepares Club Breakfast
Feature
For Regimental Competition Will
Fr. Cunningham

Soph Weekend Plans Announced

By Co-chairmen Hewitt and Melillo

Austin Snack Shoppe

1

SUBMARINE HAVEN
Tasty Submarine Sandwiches
1003 Smith Street
Opp.

L* B*Ue Awdem,

M A 1-8826
Hoot. 10 00 A M -11.00 P M

H A S K IN 5
PHA R M A C Y
Your PrMcriptlon

Ceni*r

895 Smith Street
TWO

u a i s m i D

PHARMACISTS ON DUTY

ALBERT F LILLA, B 8 , Ph.G

Hewitt expressed the opinion
that "it's going to be a great,
really great weekend."

Piano Recital
The tickets for the piano recital of R e v . Thoralf Norheim
are now on sale in the Rotunda
at the 10:30 break and in Raymond Hall during evening
meals. They are also available
at Avery Piano Company in
downtown Providence. Prices
are $1 for the public, $.50 for
students. The recital will be
held on April 8, at 3:30 p.m.. in
Harkins Hall auditorium.

Telephone GAspee 1-7834

"Your pilot is Captain SmithI'm your stewardess, Miss Kong."

ARTHUR R. LEWIS
139 Mathewson St.

21 GREAT TOBACCOS M A K E 20 W O N D E R F U L S M O K E S !
GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX • • • ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!

I

Providence 3, R. I.

Room 503 — Lederer Building
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Editorially Speaking
An Answer To Eyesores. . .
The future of the basketball courts
near the dormitories U
M
J the poor condition of the Harry A. Coates memorial field are again topics of discuasion
among PC mudents now that Spring
ha* arrived.
Apparently the nniw of the playrr*
combined with the everlasting bounce
of banket balk haa become a more aeriIMI- n u i H a n r r to the rt—ideni- of the
dormitoriea who would rather have
peace and quirt. Since the anggetition
to construct a memorial park to the
late Father Slavin nan apparently gone
hy ihi- drawing hoard*, one mieht aak
what In going to happen to the court*
and the area between the dormitories?
Since the suggeation to move the

courts and improve the area was The
Cowl's in the first place, let us also
offer another suggestion which would
improve the appearance of the campus
in not merely one place, but two.
The suTireMion i> -impl> thin: Remove the court* from their present oite
over to an area on the Harry A. Coates
memorial field, preferably adjacent to
the running track, and then landscape
the vacant apace* between the dorms
and
the area immediately near the
hoard track and the court*.
This would beautify two eyeaore* on
the campus and no longer would the
dorm student* he prey to the continuous stream* of echoing noise from the
court*.

WORLD AFFAIRS
The Crisis in Latin America
By PAUL O'HERRON
A r m YEARS A G O W H E N
the Comintern turned i u benevolent attention toward Latin
America the United States renamed unperturbed
It was
alarmist to fear that the isdustnal-miaoed European and athi
eatic philosophy of Communism
would teduce the sleepy lands
south of the border lands rich
with the color of a delicately
women Mayan rug. the Savor of

layer of polibcoa. Francisco
Juliao absorbs
unrest
lata
his proCastro Red infiltrated
League* in the Recife Beiew.
area of Northeaatera BrafiL s
massive zone of hunger and infant mortality
r . l A T F M A L A . T H E ONLY
UNINimi other than Spain
rver retrieved from Communist
rootroL i» now shaken by Cone
munut riots
The rupd Strut-

an exotic Persian drug and the
torpor of days bisected by merciless rays of a tropical sun
TODAY T H E ROSY MOSAIC
11 shattered.
With the Communist ring already stretching
within one hundred miles off
Alaska to ninety miles off Florida, and with their proven ability to call a demonstration or
riot almost anywhere in Latin
Amrnra. the United States u
more than a little duquieted.
THE
ADMINISTRATION'S
ANSWER is the Aliaruu Par
Progreso. a $20 billion aid program to spread over Ave years.
The theory' behind it is thia:
poverty, disease and ignorance
breed Communism By attacking the sores that Marxism festers, while encouraging the
formation of stable democratic
governments, we can save our
hemispheric brother* from Soviet rule without bringing in
the hated Marines who leave a
stigma of "Yankee Imperial
ism."

sner dictatorship of Paraguay
abodes future ill-will wnen It
topples, bringing, probably, a
tide of leftist reaction and curses directed against Uncle Sam.
The only encouraging sign is in
British Guiana where labor
union* and conservative politicians unite in demonstrations
against the self avowed Marxist
Cheddi Jagan, proclaiming that
they will never live under Communism There the great AngloSaxon synthesis support* Jagan
wRh unusual alacrity, even
though the British Colonial Office revoked the constitution
there in 1008 to remove hint
because be was a Communist

Time Well Spent.
The sophomore political science majors who have formed an informal
study group deserve to be commended
for
their initiative and intellectual
prowess. Under the direction of Father Fleck, the group will examine and
investigate facets of political theory
and aspects of political thought which
cannot be feasibly handled in normal
class time.
The formation of this study group,
in our opinion, augurs well for the intellectual spirit on this campus. By a
voluntary contribution of time, effort,
and research, these sophomores will not
only profit in their formal and informal
study of political science but will also
achieve a more complete understarding
of areas in which the knowledge of most
college students is said to be lacking.

Although some may fail to realize
the importance and necessity of a group
such as this, which would consider such
subjects aa Bod in's concept of sovereignty or Locke's theory of property, a need for this type of organization does exist in PC's intellectual community—a need which it is hoped this
and other informal gatherings of students will fulfill.
These PC sophomores, who desire a
deeper intellectual stimulation than can
be acquired in a regular class period
and who are willing to sacrifice time
ordinarily given to mundane, unimportant, and frivolous campus activities,
should serve as an inspiration and guide
lor th<we desiring to better higher education and improve the academic standards at Providence College.

An Execellent Example .
It h;i> lM'en >aid thut the best way
to teach is hy example. Certainly Dr.
Robert I. Krasner, by his recent study
and research trip to Central America,
has given the student body and faculty, indeed the entire community, an
excellent example to follow. We can
only hone that other members of (he

faculty »ill heed Dr. Krasner's example, not only for the benefit of their
students but also for their own personal
fulfillment as welL We feel that if
more of the faculty would engage in
this type of activity PC would find it
possible to grow not only in the public
image but in service to the community.

Is The Dean Keen On Cuts?

By Michael J . McIntyre
The Rev Anthony A Jur- the present cut system is that not be opposed to some special
gelaitis. O P . in an interview experience has indicated that privileges being given to Honon the administranon position with the lecture system in ef-I ors students or the seniors
on the cut system, stated that feet at Providence College. *tu-,
the lecture system of Provi- dents do better by attending all
dence College requires com- classea Father Jurgelaitis rit?d
pulsory class attendance Ht a survey conducted by one of
looks for no chances in the the professors, which said that lion " However, there has been,
the students in his course who according to him, **a process of
present iviiem
attended regularly received the assimilation creating a deeper
la statins the Administration
fundamental u n i t y a m o n g
highest grades
position. Father Jurgelaitis r*>
groups.'' Because of this there
schoed the College Handbook
Father Jurgelaitis added that is "no longer a need for special
in saying that no fro* cuts are the contact between student forms of ethnic representation "
allowed He acknowledge, how- and faculty Is decreased by s
As a replacement for ttcketever, that in practice, the stu- freer cut system Teats alone, balanctag F o g a r t y offered
dents are liven three cut* bet ore says the Dean, should not corn- •'character, ability, and proven
any excuse u required AddiHe rejected the ides that bene ment" as "the test of fitness
tional absences can result in
fit would come from a more lib- for public service in a democraa failure because of absence
eral cut system which would cy needs to remind itself of the THIS IDEA B> A WORKThe chief reason, according nd the College of the poorer importance of the individual"
ABLE ONE if it is more dearly
to the Dean of Discipline, for
A member of the House of
the cut slip machinery is not students, saying that the Col Representatives for more than focused on the situation, a situas popularly believed, to pro- lege has a responsibility to «ee twenty years. Congressman Fo- ation which la rapidly detrrior
tect the student from whims of Chat even the leas motivated garty has received national ating Argentina's President is
professors, but rathar to have a students do not waste a -alu recognition for the initiation forced out by the military, preventing him from being forced
record of attendance in case of able rear of their lives
and support be has given to out by the Peromstas
Quad
accident claims or employer inThe Dean of Dwopfane Jeti- legislation for the Miqa.i.ailliaa ros. a popular leader favoring
quiries The p r e s s o r s clam atof
public
health.
This
legist*
tendance record is the official niteiy does not wok to the day tion has included rneasmirea pro- closer ties with Castro and that
Si oo-Soviet bloc, suddenly resaw n any dispute However,
viding for medics] and dental
the Dean pointed out. an F A. body could render the cut sys- arhamrahip* and for the con signs last fall from hi* position
can be riven only after a con tem unnecessary He noted that ftrocuon of health irtw •lineal as President of Brazil, the counsastaaini among the Dean of kaaasa safajm does not criin;e facilities. The Honors Science try almost erupts into civil war
Studies, the Dean of Discipline, mt shat student* raffj a ! » ™ Program at Piushleasu* Ortega before a compromise is worked
out, while the Vice-Fr>-*ident
aad baa atadeat's professor
favor of no changes. Father baa receieed strong support aad Mm in fatal Red Chrni to a*
The u l m f c j l i jnathVauon for Jurgelaitis stated that he wooid assistance from Fogarty

Fogarty...

OBVIOUSLY T H E A 1 J A N Z A
will be frustrated If such cancers are allowed to spread The
Colonial Office must not sid
Marxists, especially against the
will of the people American
aid to a country must not ha
considered the mainstay of a
hated dictator We must find a
middle way between Juliao and
Stossner, between Jagan aad
Somoza of Nicaragua
We can most effectively apply
our aid by observing two criteria: (1) development accord
ing to the capabilities and tern
perament of each country and
(2) intolerant- of Communist
leaning regimes Every nation
need not be molded into aa industrial complex modeled after
ourselves, rt would be • great
step forward if we convinced
the Mexicans ft is time to plant
something rise besides c a n .
Peron's efforts to make a world

THE

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
I am sure that the recent
proposal in The Cowl to abandon Cosmology and Metaphysics has stirred most serious
members of the faculty and student body into some deep reflections. I am not at all in
agreement with the proposal
that these two integral and respected parts of the scholastic
system be jettisoned entirely.
For what they may be worth,
however, here are some of my
reflections on the topic.
It seems that the textbook
approach to college subjects is
getting a serious reappraisal at
all forward looking colleges and
universities. Surely, in the case
of Cosmology, there is some
question as to whether Dr.
Smith deserves to continue receiving royalties for his $5.00
exercise in dullness, verbosity,
and childish phrasing. Since the
main purpose of this letter is
constructive, n o t destructive
criticism, here is my proposal
for a substitute. We could go
back to the original sources,
thePhpstcs of Aristole and parts
of the Summa and employ these
as regular classroom texts. In
this way. the subject could be
more fully appreciated for its
undiluted philosophical, historical and literary merit. While at
first sight, this may seem to be
an expensive proposal, a copy
of the basic works of Aristole
and St. Thomas could be purchased in the freshman year
and employed throughout the
students' four years of college.
Thus, the student eliminates the
yearly buying of texts and adds
books to his personal library
which, as a serious intellectual,
he would probably buy at one
time or another anyway.

stand, and be thoroughly convinced of the material involved.
In this case, everything is fine.
Second, he may know and understand, but not be thoroughly
convinced of the material and
on the given assignment present the reasons why he is not
convinced. But in this case, he
is letting himself in for a low
mark and even lower opinion
in the eyes of the professor, a
r a t h e r undesirable position.
Third, the student may be in
the same position as case two.
but realizing that graduate
schools and future employers
have nothing on which to judge
him but hrs marks, he merely
parrots what he knows to be
the desired answer like a tape
recorder on replay. In taking
(his most practical and prudent
procedure, however, he is guilty
of intellectual hypocrisy, and
this should hardly be the result
of a course in Scholastic Philosophy. These then, are my
contributions and criticisms.
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Conservative Club Decides
To Support Compulsory Oath
At the March 28 meeting of
the Conservative Club a resolution was passed supporting H1344, the bill now before the
Rhode Island House of Representatives which provides for a
compulsory loyalty oath for recipients of Rhode Island State
Scholarships.
The resolution was proposed
by Kevin Crowley, a freshman
member of the Club, and was
adopted with only one dissenting vote.

Reasons given for the neces- lege students should welcome
sity of such an oath were given during this critical period in
in the resolution as follows:
our country's history."
Plans for publication of a
"Whereas the acceptance of newsletter by the Club were
Rhode Island State Scholarships formulated at the meeting, and
is a privilege which carries with topics to write on were assigned
it the responsibility of loyalty to different members. Topics
to the system of government given included the United Nawhich makes these scholarships tions, Algeria, constitutional
possible.
government, states rights, and
"Whereas the opportunity to basic conservative philosophy.
reaffirm their support for both The newsletter will be pubour Federal and State Govern- lished and distributed on camments is one that American col- pus in May.

Check your opinions against L M's Campus Opinion Poli 20

O Is a B. A. good enough for the
job you want?

Not being a professional educator, I claim no great authority
for my opinions. It is also true
that in the Honors Program
there is already a tendency to
go back to primary sources. In
general, though, I believe my
criticisms to be valid and I hope
that my suggestions might be of
some limited value.
Robert Hartwig

Dear Editor:
After a short visit with the
individual who wrote the editorialized headline on Junior
Weekend, I am amazed at how
little of college has rubbed off
on him after almost two years
at Providence College. Although
he has developed an ability to
think for himself, his reasonMy second proposal is that ing is based neither in truth
these subjects, like any other, nor on facts.
be studied critically. This is
In the first place, the high
the way the intellectual reads point of the weekend is not the
in any other subject and I see boat ride on Saturday afternoon
no reason why one exception but the Lambert, Hendricks and
should be made. I think that Ross Trio concert on Sunday
for any system to claim that it afternoon.
has an iron clad, unchangeable,
Secondly, if this young man
and error-free body of truth
would be a crime of either crass had bothered to check into the
naivete or serious intellectual facts he would have found that
pride. The impression is often this Weekend is less expensive
conveyed that any other sys- than last years Junior WeekCalling the weekend
tem is valuable only insofar as end.
it agrees with the scholastic "Costly" is a matter of opinion,
synthesis and loses value inso- and an opinion is something
far as it diverges from it. There which is supposedly restricted
must be a standard, and I be- to the editorial page. If he had
lieve that we have it, but we some worthwhile or helpful
should not therefore automati- criticism concerning J u n i o r
cally close our minds to the Weekend, he should have writnotions of any other philosophy ten it on the editorial page. According to journalistic proor philosopher.
cedure, this is where personal
opinions belong.
This brings me to my third
suggestion, or more exactly
On the other hand, perhaps
criticism. It seems that the stuhe was only using his perogadent at Providence College finds
tive
of acting sophomorically.
himself in one of three situaSincerely yours,
tions whenever he is faced with
Tom Rafferty
a test or assignment in a philosophy or theology course.
Co-Chairman
Junior Prom
First, he may know, under-
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Common Market Is Discussed

Mr. David Curtis, vice president of the Kenyon-Piece Dye
Works, was the speaker at the
third teroinar in the spring
series on the Common Market
being presented by the Thorn is
tic Institute of Industrial Relations of Providence College Mr.
Curtis spoke Sunday night,
April 1. in the Guild Room of
Alumni Hall, and the subject of
his talk was the Textile Industry and the Common Market
"With the emergence of the
European Common Market." he
aaid. "the United States is compelled to review its world trade
policy. This can only be established by lowering the tariff."

LA

SALLE

In the long run. President
Kennedy's program is the best
thing for New England. Rhode
Island is already in competition
with members of the U. S. Common
Market. The addition of
European Common Market competition will not have too much
effect. In fact, he said, the
European market could help
Rhode Island industry.
However, he added, the Rhode
Island textile industry will not
be able to compete with tne
European industry unless certain government policies are
changed This situation exists
for many reasons. Profits have
failed to expand over the years.
High tax rates have discouraged
enterprise. Unions have become
too powerful. Wage rates are
higher in the United States

than those of any European
Common Market nation Further
product
efficiency
in
the
United States is hard to come
by, whereas the efficiency of
Common Market nations will
definitely improve because of
free trade.
American industry will have
to face fact. The International
Trade .Agreement is merely a
stock gap and it is effective
only for five years. The trade
expansion bill will go through
congress in short order, he said,
with probably a few minor
changes.
Mr Harry Purcell, vice president of the Torrington Company, was unable to appear at
Sunday night's seminar and will
deliver his lecture next Sunday.
April S. instead

CUSTOM TAILOR
ADOLPH DEL

i

ROSSI.

Pros

(Trailing — Pressing
m i • of All Klnd>
— PUB EXPERTS —
1001 Smith Street
UN 17930
Providence, R. I.

CONNECTICUT STUDENTS
Our summer credits are accepted for Providence
makeups and anticipatory.
Broadway Tutoring School, New Haven, Conn.

"Hunger In Insects"
Is Dr. Dethier's Topic
Dr Vincent G. Dethier. Professor of Zoology and Insect
Physiology at the University of
Pennsylvania, will lecture on
"Sensory* Control of Hunger and
Thirst in Insects" at 7:30 p.m..
April 9, in the auditorium of
Albertus Magnus Hall.

Hampshire In 1939 he was appointed as an assistant at Cruft
physics lab at Harvard
Upon the reception of his
doctorate. Dr. Dethier was made
an instructor of biology at John
Carroll University from 1939 to
1941, and was promoted to Assistant Professor in 1941.
In 1946 he acted as resident
physiologist with the Army
Chemical Corps. From 1946 to
1952. he was Associate Professor
of Biology at Johns Hopkins
and was made Professor from
1952 to 1958

Dr. Dethier graduated with in
A.B. from Harvard in 1936. received his A M in 1937. and his
PhD
in entomology in 1939.
From 1937 to 1938 he worked
as entomologist at the G. W.
Pierce Laboratory
in New

Theater of the Absurd Analyzed
At

Last Aquinas Society Lecture

"Existence precedes essence . . . man after he appears defines himself," quoted Fr. John F. Cunningham
in his second lecture on Existentialism. The discussion
centered on Jean-Paul Sartre
Sartre,
Fr. Cunningham
and the Theater of the Absurd.
brought out, condemned refuge
in the study of science and abstract philosophies as cowardice.
He considered anyone ruled by
an absolute to be afraid of freedom.
In Sartre's play "The
Flies," the people of Argus are
doing penance for not having
stopped the murder of their
King. Orestes, the symbol of the
true Existentialist, defies the
gods. He is a mixture of "Satanic nonservium" and a Messianic complex who takes on the
sins of his people.
The
Existentialists conceive
of man as the totality of his actions; he is his own absolute
end and value. They contend
God cannot be. If He did exist,
man could be divine. But God
cannot exist for the idea of God
is contradictory.

World A f f a i r s . . .
I power out of his country hy
anti-agricultural policies contributed to the country's economic ruin. A quick alleviation
of hunger and disease plus educational help in agricultural
know-how with stimulation of
' incentive
and exchange is
I needed.
|

CUBA
SHOULD BE INCLUDED in our absolute intol! ' • . i n . , of Communism. We have
already come out against Fidel
and risked the wrath of other
| Latins by the invasion fiasco.
If we tolerate Castro, his foli lowers may take heart and the
Alianza may merely ripen countries for take over by them.
: The Castro regime, a cause of
| much trouble to our Southern
j neighbors, can also be used as
| a cure by freeing Cuba and exposing to the world the failure
j of Communism in every respect, especially economical
It is by promising bread and
land that Lenin, Mao and Fidel
came to power. By showing that
Red rule takes away not only
liberty, and love, but also takes
away bread and land from the
people, we can guarantee our
American brothers the fruits of
our charity.
1

Its what's up front that counts
Up front is FILTER-BLEND and only Winston has it!
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed for full flavor in filter smoking.

MA l mi
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• Body Ac Feeder Repairing

WINSTON TASTES GOOD

Jerry
Mamis 111-111 D—Arm
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All -opponent.

On Campus

with
Max^ulman

(Attttor « / " / Hoi O I N I H I M Idw/'. "Ta* Man,

CRAM COURSE NO. 3: BIOLOGY

Tournanirnt runner-ups select
ed to this year's first tram He
was a constant threat this sea
ton as he continually thwarted
the hopeful Friars in their attempts to score
He did an ex
ceptlonal Job In destroying all
hope of the Frian In their at
tempt to advance l the ECAC
Tournament
n

T*» irnly >hado» o» niul rami loom, o n r ia, my todu In
t h » column m,te»d of merry quip, uid h a n d ; mw,, you will
6ml h«r,l f»eU-qui<* rnun m i m to hWp V,HI Uuuiuth t>»
o n l o u ahf.id
aj"*
*•?£ I »»*• you a rapid survey of M.«lrm European
axTaTtory. Now let us turn to Btukmy.
Hkilogy is divided into several phyla, or classes. First is
the pntoana. or orir-cWlod animal. All life Mem* from the ..necelled M u m a l . thw a apaea of millions of yean, life slowly
•volved until today we has*, sakakah] »,ih BJSBH . | | asjfcj
Pome larger mammals claim they have 14 to If. eeue, hut VHI
know how larger mammals lie.

Notes

r

From

S3

j I'v-^^t^c

Br FRANK MAZZEO

Hal Peterson—center—Clark
son
Hal, the second member
of that line (larkson team to
be selected, repeatedly harassed
JUNIORLOU
LAMORIELLO
wan elected captain
the Knars with some great
scoring and playmaking
He » f the hockey team for next year, butt week. Thua, the
was always a danger as he aet F r i a r ice forces will IN- headed by a single captain for
up
hit
teammates coming the first time since thr 1950
while playing the outfield on
campaign
across the cage to produce tome
the baseball team, was leading
fine goals.
LAMORELLO,
who played his league In batting and was
Ron Ryan--Colby - forward
in the running for a first team
four
seasons
of
hockey
in
high
Iton was the leading scorer in
The second class of animal, m the osfiphera-a shadowy
all state selection when he inthe East this year as he gath- school, was not conaldered
category that l-ordcrs often on live vTgruije.Take, for example,
jured his wrist
the prongs. The sponge is definitely an animal. The washcloth,
ered over one hundred points much of s prospect when he en
tered
Providence
College.
At
on the other hand, ia definitely not.
in leading Colby to a fine sea
DISREGARDING
the
lame
Next we come to the arthropods, or insects. Most peonls,
son Ron was perhapa the best the start of hockey practice In
of course, find insects fairlvrepukuve - and yet, if one will I Kit
shooter seen in the East this his sophomore year, he was re- wrist Lou played out the seatook, there is exquisite l<rauty in the insect world Who
year as he continually mansced garded as one of the least son and had his average drop
forwards.
However, sharply. Perhaps because of this
not remember the lovely insert poems of William Cullen
to crease the opponent's nets capable
aspuoos-such enchanting lyrics as Txambhrna Along tr*M (As snd N . i n some goalies sllll through determination and hard drop, i •••• ended up on the
T~Mu* T W W n * .
Gtntly, S I
Aphii, and Gaols H
wondering as to the where- work !<ou soon found himself second sll state team and soon
k/stAsr tayki A7s. Mr Kigw/ooa has (wen inactive since the
abouts of the puck
He is the on the first line, ending the sea- discovered that he had been
iavention of DDT.
only repeater from last season son as one of the team's lead- playing with a fractured wrist.
Our next category is the mollusc*-lobsters, shrimp, and
and he gathered all but two of ing scorers.
the like. Lot e torn are generally found under rocky rejections
• • C A U S E H E H E A D S the
the first team votes this season
on the ocean bottom. Shrimp are generally found in a curls
W H I L E heading all PC point most sporadic varsity team st
Bob
Brinkworth forward—
•round a small bowl containing cocktail sauee. Marll-ro CigKIM
Bob 1.1 only a sophomore, getters during the past cam- Providence College, the burden
arettes are generally found at anv tobacco counter or vending
and he wound up the season as paign, he broke the Providence of leadership will be far more
machine
the East's third leading scorer scoring record for an individual than it would normally be for
What have Marlboro Cigarettes got to do with bioloeyT
Lamoriello
Mia fine all around play during
Wdl, actually, not very much. It must be remembered, howa •
•
the season rstet him as per " L A M O R I E L L O , like • Jim
ever, thst the makers of Marlboro pay me for writing thai
T H E ICEMAN, due in DO
hapt
the
msn
to
look
for
in
the
Piersall
or
a
Nellie
Fox.
Just
column, nnd they are inclined to art surlv if I fail to rnruUoo
small
measure
to
the lack of
future
He will be facing the shouldn't produce as well as he
thetr productFriars many times during the does. In fact, on the lew Lou proper practice facilities. In the
Mind you, I enjoy singing the praises of Marlboro - snd
past have intermingled ocnext
two
seasons
and
will
be
•
appears
to
be
far
leas
than
an
so will you once you try thaiflavorfultotweco, thatfinefilter
tough man to stop, as he is not outstanding puckster. but he casional fine performances with
which leta the flavor come through undimmisbed. It is a great
only a Anc shot, but also a seems to continually work his a steady diet of mediocre play.
pleasure to smoke Marlboros and a great pleasure to writs
great skater
way into the point making plays, This problem is further conabout them, but sometimea, I must confess, I find K a bit
difficult to work the oomnierrial into the column. Some vnars
Also receiving votes In the either by assisting or by scor- pounded by the fact that the
•CO, for example, I did • pieee about Alexander the Great,
Friar's selections were Hogan ing More often than not. thi Friars will have many sopho•nd, believe you me, it took a heap of stretching to drop in
i B O . Kaye KIMi. Josephson ia the result of his drive and mores in key roles on next
year's team. True, they come
a plug for Marlboro. The way Ifinallymanaged it was to have
KIM i. Gibbons (tlarkson), Cal- determination.
from what has been the best
Alexander go to the Oracle at Delphi and say, "Oracle, I have
lahan • if < Daley (Colby) Hal
• • •
freshman team in the school's
eonquorad the world and tasted all its pleasures, but somehow
iwell (Clarkson l, Stephenson
A N E X A M P L E of hit desire history, but sophomores at*
I am not content I know that sornewhere there must be a
st Lawrence), Legari (Clarkto
be
the
best
occurred
in
joy I have not yet experienced." To which tha Oracle replied,
sophomores.
son, and Smith (Brown)
senior year of high school He.
M

SPORTSDESK

n

W

v

THEREFORE,

Varsity Tennis Team Faces Crisis
The Rev. Father Begley. O P., Athletic Director at Providence College, annour i-ed yesterdsy thst he is considering drop
ping tennis as a varsity sport st the college. He was forced
to make this announcement after a report of the Irnnis tryouts
From the whole student body of over two thousand, only sixteen
tried out for the team
"The situstion can be remedied if more of a response i*
shown this year," he said.

LAMORIELLO

must display a great amount of
the drive and determination that
has patterned his play In his
position as captain if Providence
College is to have a fine hockey
team in 1962 '83
While running the risk of
being hackneyed, it can be said
of the captain-elect that "nice
guys do win "

"Yes, Alexander, then u ouch a joy, but, alaa, the tunc it Dot
yet. I refer to Marlboro Cigarettes which will not be invented
for another 2500 yearn." Whereupon Alexander fell into a aulk
from which ha never recovered . . . Well air, there ia no question
I sold a lot of cigarettes with this ingenious commercial, but
the gang down at the American Academy of Arts snd Letters
gave me a mighty good raising, you may be sure.
But I digress. Back to biology, and the moat advanced
phylum of all—the chordata, or vertebrates. There are two
kinds of vertebrates—those whose backbones run horisontally
and those whose backbones run vertically. Generally, there •
DO great difficulty in distinguishing the two varietiea. A fish,
for instance, has a horizontal backbone, and a man haa a vertical
backbone. Occaaionallv, however, you run into a problem—like
a fish who swims upright and a man who upends most of his
time in the sack, flow, in such a case, do you tell one from
another? Science struggled with this stirky question for oenturies, butfinallyKigafoos of M I T . came up with a brilLiantlv
simjJe answer. Offer the creature a Marlboro. If it is afish,it will
refuse. If it is Homo sapiens, it will uccept. In fact, the more
aapient, the quicker tin- urei-ptimee.
% iasthu.sw»
Th* rniif.tr* of Marlboro, upright rcrttbratf all, remind
you that thair Hnt dgart •>. . are acailabtm in pack or bom
u / n / m r ctgartttea are told in any of tha SO ttattu.

Fatal ill III BScS Poll WOTC of School DurtDf the Acsdamlc Yaa*
bj r--rrld»tu>» Collasa. ProrhUno. IS, R. I. tammd Omm foMsc*
i-.ifi it FrovldsMS, at. I

It's a full count . . . Friar catcher Ray Choiniere pegs the ball back to the hurler
as Danny Vaccaro digs In to await the nest pitch. The PC baseball team is going through
its final spring drills In preparation for the opening game against Bridgeport on April IS.
—OOWUoto t.v Ciminelli
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Ryan Paces Hockey All-Opponent Squad;
Clarkson Places Pair On Powerful Team
By Dick Segura
Leading the nominess for this year's Cowl All-Opponent Hockey Team ia
Colby's Ron Ryan, the only repeater from last season's squad. Other selections on

this star-studded team were Don Young of Colby, Charlie Driscoll of Boston Col-

Friars' Outdoor Track Team
To Compete In Major Meets

lege, Jack Graves and Hal Pet| erson of Clarkson and sophoi more sensation Bob Brinkworth
' of RPI.

The second team consisted of
Glen Eberly of Boston Univerning of each member of the sity as goaltender, sophomore
team, and said "the times re- Corbett Adams of Clarkson,
corded by each runner from Ron Mason of St Lawrence and
Providence were very impres- Jack Leetch of Boston College
sive for this time of year."
at the forward spots, and AllOn looking back over the American Arlie Parker of St.
On March 24, the trackmen year, Mr. Hanlon feels that the Lawrence, Brian Robbins of
participated in a field of the indoor track team has made RPI and Patrick Brophey of
toughest teams from New Eng- great gains throughout the sea- Clarkson at the defensive posts.
land in the University of Con- son with the win in the two The first team:
Charlie Driscoll—goalie—Bosnecticut Intercollegiate Relays mile relay in the Penn competiat Storrs, Conn. PC placed fifth, tion and by scoring 17 points ton College. Charlie turned in
in
a
dual
meet
with
Holy
Cross,
brilliant
performances in the
sixth, and sixth in the sprint
medley, two mile relay, and the one of the track strengths of nets as he did a great job in
New England.
stopping the Friars in both outdistance medley, respectively.
Looking to next year, Mr.ings this season, 4-3 and 2-0.
In the sprint competition, the
He drew wide praise from the
PC team of Dennis Kahrar, Hanlon feels that he will have Friars as well as many other
a
strong, solid squad which he
Bob Amato, Andy Sayko, and
teams in the East as one Of the
Bill LaVigne finished the race hopes can improve on this year's finest goalies in the area
with a total time of 3:44.6, just record.
The trackmen have two ma:07.8 behind the winning team
Don
Young—defenseman—
jor meets left for the rest of Colby. Don was the only unfrom Holy Cross.
the year. On Holy Saturday, animous decision on this year's
Boston College took first they are entered in the Queens- squad. He constantly broke up
place in the distance medley Iona Relay. Following this, on Friar scoring attempts in both
with the PC runners coming April 28, will be the Penn Re- their meetings with some fine
across with a time of 10:392. lays.
steals and some rugged body
Iacono, Sayko, Jim Harlow, and
During the latter part of May, checks.
John Hamilton ran for the Mr. Hanlon plans to enter a
Jack Graves—defenseman—
Friars.
team, strictly on a voluntary Clarkson. Jack is one of the
Coach Ray Hanlon was very basis, in the New England two members of the EC AC
Championship
meet.
pleased with the individual run(Continued on Page 7)
By Jerry Crowley
The Providence College varsity track team is now competing in post-season competition in some of the major meets
of the year.

Revenger Jim Roberts (8) leaps high going for a rebound against Brown in the Carolan Club intra city tournament. The Revengers topped Brown to take the championship.
—COWLfoto by Ciminelli

PC Revengers Rout Brown
In Intra-city Hoop Contest
The second annual intra-city basketball tournament
sponsored by the Providence College Carolan Club was
held last week at Alumni Hall.
In the first round the PC
Revengers,
Carolan Club the second place team and the
champs, defeated the Bryant third and fourth place teams
All-Stars.
The PC All-Stars will bowl against each other.
dowoed the Rhode Island Col- The winners will then meet for
lege All-Stars, and Brown and the championship.
Last
week
Gene Fusare
Rhode Island School of Design
bowled a 625 triple and a 236
drew byes.
single
to
lead
all
bowlers in
The second round saw the PC
departments.
George
teams matched against each these
other and Brown against Rhode Manderoli has a 191 average
Island School of Design. The which is the high thus far.
PC Revengers won over their
counterparts and Brown beat
Rhode Island School of Design.
The finals saw the PC Revengers defeat a good Brown
Last Tuesday night the Proviteam in an exciting finish to an
equally exciting tournament by dence College Ski Club held its
annual banquet at Caruso's
a score of 48 to 39.
The members of the winning restaurant in Providence. The
team were awarded trophies banquet was well attend.
After dinner, elections were
and the team as a whole was
given a plaque which they will held for next year's officers.
McGowan, former secreretain for one year unless they Bob
win it for three years in a row, tary, was elected president. Bob
Whitmore was elected Vicein which case they retire it.
Jim Kamm was
The
tournament was run president.
from Monday, March 26, to elected Secretary and Jack CofThursday March 29. It was re-fey was elected treasurer.
There was distributed at the
fereed, according to college
rules, by members of the Prov- banquet an "ear deep in powaward, a "fast break"
idence College Varsity. No one der"
who played varsity or freshman award, a "mogul crasher" award,
ball in 1961-62 was allowed to and a "snow bunny" award.
compete in the tournament.
Father Kane, moderator of
The Carolan Club is sponsor- the club, announced that this
ing
a soft ball tournament, would be the last meeting until
under the direction of Ed next Fall.
Koehane, freshman class representative. The tournament gets
under way with two games a
night until day light saving
time when there will be four
games a night. This tournament
is run on a double elimination
The
New England College
basis. There are twenty-four Hockey Association announced
teams competing and play at a recent dinner meeting that
should continue until the end of Marshall Tschida of Providence
the year when beer mugs will College had been awarded the
be awarded to the winners.
annual Joseph Tomasello UnThe Concussions are currently sung Player Award.
in first place in the Intramural Co-captain Tschida along with
bowling league. The Caveliers Jack McGough sparked PC
are in second place followed by hockey forces all season. He
the Strikeouts in third.
broke the all-time Friar scoring
A roll-off will be held in I record of Joe Keough with his
order to decide the champion. \ flashy skating and sure shootThe first place team will play ing.

Friar Hockey Team Selects
Lamoriello Capt. for '62-'63
Junior Lou Lamoriello was
elected captain last week of the
1962-'63 edrtion of the Providence College hockey team.
Lou, from Johnston, Rhode Island, led the Friars in scoring
this year with 52 points and
finished among the top 15 scorers in Eastern hockey circles.
Lou's total of 52 also tied the
singe season scoring record for
the Friar sextet held by Marsh
Tschida.

Ski Banquet Held;
Officers Elected

Last year Lamoriello tallied
20 points on 11 goals and 9 assists and was generally the
most surprising player on this
year's team.
A graduate of La Salle Academy in Providence, Lou played
four years of high school
hockey along with maintaining
an impressive record on the
baseball field. In addition to
his ice efforts at PC, Lou anchors one of the outfield positions on the Friar nine.
Playing from his forward
position, Lou was instrumental
in practically all of the Providence hockey victories this
year. A big game for Lou this
year came against Boston University. With the aid of his
three goals and one assist Providence downed the Terriers for
the first time in six years.
Against Norwich, Lou shot for
the hat-trick plus one. When he
wasn't scoring, Lou was usually
setting up scoring plays with
his passing.

Hockey Honor Given
To Marshall Tschida

1

Lou Lamoriello

Coach Eccleston in praising
his stalwart forward has said,
''He is the most improved player that I can remeyiber at
Providence College. He has a
great desire to succeed."

